OPAS Terms and General Operation
This guide outlines the various areas and terminology used when describing OPAS screens and general
operation.

Favorites / Toolbar

On the right side of the OPAS application are the OPAS Toolbar and Favorites menu

Shown at right is the
Favorites menu

Shown at left is the OPAS
Toolbar

Both of these menus serve
exactly the same purpose:
they open Program Areas
within OPAS.
The Favorites menu (as the name suggests) opens those program areas you use most
often. They can be arranged in any order you wish and organized into folders (see the
dedicated how-to guide for details).
The OPAS Toolbar shows all program areas within OPAS. They are arranged by Main
Data and Background Data program areas to maintain consistency with previous
versions of OPAS.

Tabs / Screens /
Panes / Windows
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When a program area is opened, the main workspace areas are called Tabs, and also
referred to as ‘panes’ or ‘screens’.
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When the main workspace ‘floats’ on its own, it is referred to as a ‘Window.’

Older versions of OPAS use Windows only

Areas within a Tab
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Just to keep things interesting, any Tab can itself have many different screens. This is
simply for convenience and organization; the information stored in each program area
is so extensive that it can’t be contained in one pane (unless that pane scrolled up and
down for an unreasonably long area).
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So OPAS documentation may say: Open the
Additional Data screen in the Dates tab.

Or “the performance history for
any conductor can be found on
the Performance History pane
of the Address Book tab”

Summary

List Pane / Search
Results

Open Program Areas via the Favorites menu on the right of the OPAS application.
Open screens / panes within that Program Area (Tab) via the menu at the left

In most Tabs, the bottom portion is reserved for search results. When you search for
anything in any Program Area /
Tab, the results of that search are
shown in the List pane.
This is also sometimes called the
List screen because in previous
versions of OPAS, search results
were shown on their own screen
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Icons / Buttons

Icons and buttons are similar in that they are clicked upon to perform an action.
These are icons – where there is a picture we use the term “icon”

These are buttons – where there is a word only, we use the
term “button”

Elements within Tabs / Screens
Grids

These are grids. Grids are used to link many items within the database to a single item
– in this example, many works on a program are linked to one concert.

Grids have many properties; refer to the how-to guide dedicated to grid operation for
more details. The two most important things to remember about grids are:

1. Columns and rows can be resized to your taste; organize your grids so you see
what you want, in the order you want:

2. Items are added to, and removed from, grids via the buttons at the top right
of the grid
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Drop-Down Fields

These are drop-down fields. Drop-downs are used to link a single database item to
another item. In this example, a single Composer is linked to a single musical work:

Drop-downs have many properties; refer to the how-to guide dedicated to drop-down
field operation for more details.

Hyperlink / Link /
Button

In earlier versions of OPAS, drop-down fields were labeled by buttons.

Those have been redesigned to now look like Internet hyperlinks. We use the terms
“Link”, “Hyperlink” and sometimes “Button” (just due to history / habit).

Technically these links are buttons, and still take the form of a button when they are
clicked:

They have just been designed to look like hyperlinks to make their function more
apparent.
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